NO OUTSIDE FOOD, DRINK OR BEER
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE SERVICE TO ANYONE

CORKAGE FEE FOR BYOB WINE OR CHAMPAGNE $10 PER BOTTLE

HARD CAKE SERVICE FEE $10 PER CAKE
APPETIZERS

SMASHED CUCUMBER  
DUA LEO CAY TOI
smashed cucumber, peanut, sichuan garlic soy.

BRAISED TOFU  
DAU HU PHA LAU
chow chow soy braised tofu, house pickle.

SATAY CHICKEN / BEEF  
GA / BO NUONG SATE
grill marinated chicken or "black Angus" beef, peanut sauce.

Egg Roll (2)  
CHA GIO
shrimp, pork, taro, wood ear mushroom, glass noodle, plum sauce.

FRIED WONTONS (6)  
HOANH THANH CHIEN
fried shrimp and pork wonton, kewpie mayo.

WOOD EAR MUSHROOM SALAD  
NAM MEO SALAD
wood ear mushroom, cucumber, black vinegar.

SHRIMP ROLL  
CHA GIO TIEU CHAU
chow chow fried shrimp pork roll, miso mustard, house pickles.

WOK SEARED LIVER (WELL DONE)  
GAN XAO TOI
wok fried pork liver, fresh ginger, salted peanut, scallion cilantro.

PORK COLD CUT  
CHAN GIO HAM THOM
cured pork tender, century egg, ginger pickle, spicy garlic vinegar.

SICHUAN GARLIC PORK  
BA CHI SOT TOI CAI
cold cut pork belly, peanut, spicy garlic sauce, scallion cilantro.

HERB SALMON  
CA HOI RAI RAM
seared salmon, peanut, fried garlic, tamarind sauce, thai chili, cucumber, vietnamese coriander, lime.

RED OIL DUMPLINGS  
HOANH THANH SOT TOI CAI
wok seared pork wonton, peanut, sichuan garlic soy.

XIAO LONG BAO  
TIEU BANH BAO
pork soup dumplings, ginger vinegar dipping.

CRISPY DUCK  
CHAN VIT CHIEN GION
bone-in, fried cured duck quarters, mui chau wrap, cucumber, scallion, mustard, hoisin sauce.

CHINESE CRULLER  
DAU CHAO QUAY
fried chinese bread stick.

FRIED MANTOU  
BANH BAO CHIEN
three fried bun.
CLAMS IN BLACK BEAN SAUCE
祈汁炒蜆 NGHEU SOT DAU DEN
Clams, basil, onion, bell pepper, garlic black bean sauce.

SQUID PICKLED MUSTARD GREEN
酸菜鱿鱼 MUC XAO DUA CAI CHUA
Baby squid, pickled mustard green, basil, onion, bell pepper, garlic black bean sauce.

SILKEN EGG SHRIMP
滑蛋蝦球 TOM CHIEN TRUNG
Shrimp, scrambled egg, scallion.

SUPERIOR SOY PRAWNS
古法豆豉蝦 TOM RIM XI DAU
Head/shell on, prawns, basil, garlic black bean, sweet soy.

GOLDEN PRAWNS
黃金炒蝦 TOM XAO LONG TRUNG MUOI
Head/shell on, prawns, salted duck egg yolk, basil, garlic butter.

GARLIC BLACK BEAN SHRIMP
古法豆豉蝦 TOM SOT DAU DEN
Prawns, basil, shallot, bell pepper, onion, garlic black bean soy.

CURRY PRAWNS
咖哩蝦球 TOM XAO CA RI
Prawns, bell pepper, onion, thai chili, basil, coconut milk, curry.

JALAPEÑO PRAWNS
虎皮豆瓣蝦 TOM XAO JALAPEÑO
Prawns, jalapeno, onion, garlic black bean sauce.

SHRIMP LOBSTER SAUCE
蝦龍蝦 TOM XAO SOT TRUNG
Prawns, garlic black bean, egg gravy, scallion.

GARLIC BUTTER PRAWNS
蒜蓉牛油蝦球 TOM XAO TOI BO
Prawns, lotus root, wood ear, sweet corn, snow peas, water chestnut, garlic nut, garlic butter.

SALT PEPPER SHRIMP
椒鹽大蝦 TOM RANG MUOI
Head/shell on, shrimp, garlic, onion, jalapeno, spiced salt, lime.

SALT PEPPER SQUID
椒鹽魷魚 MUC RANG MUOI
Crispy squid, garlic, onion, jalapeno, spiced salt, lime.

SALT PEPPER FISH
椒鹽魚 CA RANG MUDI
Crispy swai, garlic, onion, jalapeno, spiced salt, lime.

WALNUT PRAWNS
核桃蝦 TOM SOT SUA MAYO
Crispy prawns, candied walnuts, condensed milk mayo.

CHIVE FLOWER SQUID SHRIMP
韭菜花小炒魷 BONG HE XAO TOM MUC
Squid, shrimp, chive flower, onion, garlic, crispy anchovy.

XO FISH FILLET
 XO醬炒魚片 CA SWAI XAO XOT XO
Boneless swai, xo sauce, snow peas, mushroom, leek, dried chili.

CRISPY TILAPIA
泰式脆皮漬魚 CA RO PHI SOT ME
Fried whole tilapia, basil, thai chili, onion, spicy tamarind sauce.
**PORK, BEEF**

**CHARSIU**  
蜜汁叉燒  
XA XIU MAT ONG  
Honey roast pork, choy sum, mustard.

**GU LO YUK (SWEET SOUR PORK)**  
陳皮咕噌肉  
THIT CHUA NGOT  
Classic cantonese sweet and sour pork, bell pepper, pineapple, onion, hawthorn juice.

**KING-DO SPARERIBS**  
京都排骨  
SUON CHUA NGOT PEKING  
Peking style sweet and sour ribs.

**LOTUS ROOT PORK**  
蓮藕炒肉片  
THIT HEO XAO CU SEN  
Sliced pork, lotus root, snow peas, water chestnut, carrot.

**SALT PEPPER RIBS**  
南乳蒜香骨  
SUON RANG MUOI  
Fried fermented bean curd ribs, tossed with plum salt, butter.

**BITTER MELON BEEF**  
苦瓜炒牛肉  
THIT BO XO KHO OUA  
Flank steak beef, bitter melon, garlic black bean sauce.

**BEEF CHINESE BROCCOLI**  
芥蘭牛  
BO XAO CAI LAN  
Flank steak beef, chinese broccoli.

**PEPPER STEAK**  
青椒牛  
BO XAO OT CHUONG  
Flank steak beef, bell pepper, onions.

**BEEF SCALLION**  
蔥爆牛  
BO XAO GUNG HANH  
Flank steak beef, mushroom, onions, scallions.

**STEAMED PORK SALTED FISH**  
剁肉餅蒸鹹魚  
THIT BAM HAP CA MAN  
Steamed minced pork patty, salted fish, ginger, garlic, scallion.  
PLEASE ALLOW 25 MINUTES.

**SHAKING BEEF**  
越式牛粒  
BO LUC LAC  
A classic vietnamese sauté, seared black angus, scallion, jalapeño, garlic, onion, crab pepper.
GARLIC BLACK BEAN CHICKEN
古法豆豉雞
CHICKEN, DUCK
GALA SOT DAU DEN
chicken white meat, basil, shallot, bell pepper, onion, garlic black bean sauce.

CHICKEN JALAPEÑO
辣椒雞
GA XAO JALAPEÑO
diced chicken dark meat, jalapeño, onion, crack pepper.

CHICKEN CURRY
咖喱炒雞片
GA XAO CA RI
chicken white meat, bell pepper, onion, basil, eggplant, curry sauce.

FIRECRACKER CHICKEN
辣子雞
GA XAO TOI OT KHO
diced chicken dark meat, dried chili, garlic, scallion.

SHAKING CHICKEN
越式雞丁
GA LUC LAC
a classic vietnamese wok seared diced chicken, scallion, jalapeño, garlic, onion crack pepper.

FRIED CHICKEN (½)
當紅炸子雞
GA CHIEN GION
bone-in, crispy fried chicken, spiced salt, lime, house pickles.

SIZZLING CHICKEN POT (½)
啫啫雞煲
GA TAY CAM
bone-in, braised chicken, onion, ginger in sizzling pot.

CHILI OIL “SYLIVA” CHICKEN (½)
口水雞
GA HAP XOT CAY
bone-in, poached free range chicken, sichuan chili oil, peanut, cilantro, scallion, chilled.

OIL CHICKEN (½)
羅蔔油雞
GA HAP MO HANH
bone-in, poached free range chicken, ginger scallion oil, chilled.

CHICKEN FISH SAUCE (½)
魚露蓉蓉魚
GA HAP GUNG MAM
bone-in, poached free range chicken, spicy ginger fish sauce, chilled.

HAND PULLED CHICKEN (½)
手撕雞
GA HAP GUNG MAM
bone-in, poached free range chicken, scallion, coriander, sesame oil, five spice salt, chilled.

BRAISED DUCK (½)
湘川鴨
VIT PHA LAU
bone-in, soy braised duck, house pickles, spicy vinegar dipping.

SPICY  CONTAIN NUTS  VEGETABLE  WE USE MSG
VEGETABLES

- **SANSAI EGG TOFU**
  山菜玉子豆腐 NUI RAU DAU HU TRUNG
crispy egg tofu, mushroom, mountain vegetables.

- **GARLIC BROCCOLI**
  蒜蓉花菜 CAI LAN XAO TOI
chinese broccoli, ginger, fresh garlic, sea salt.

- **GARLIC YU CHOI**
  生炒菜心 CAI XIN XAO TOI
yu choy, garlic, sea salt.

- **MUSTARD GREENS**
  蒜蓉芥菜 CAI BE XANH XAO DACE
mustard green, ginger, fresh garlic, sea salt.

- **LOTUS ROOT BEAN CURD SAUCE**
  nho keo small cu CU SEN XAO THAP CAM
lotus root, snow peas, wood ear mushroom, ginkgo nut, water chestnut, red fermented curd.

- **BACON CHIVES**
  腊肉韭菜花 BACON XAO HE BONG
flower chive, cured bacon, garlic, oyster sauce.

- **STRING BEAN OLIVE LEAVES**
  干煸四季豆 DAU QUE XAO LA OLUI
string bean, minced pork, onion, preserved olive leaves.

- **GARLIC EGGPLANT**
  魚香茄子 CA TIM NGU HUONG
eggplant, minced pork, spicy garlic sauce.

- **MAPO TOFU**
  麻婆豆腐 DAU HU MA BA
sichuan soft tofu, minced pork, garlic black bean.

- **DACE MUSTARD GREENS**
  鰻魚炒芥菜 CAI BE XANH XAO DACE
salted fried dace, mustard green, garlic black bean sauce.

- **BITTER MELON DACE**
  餅魚炒苦瓜 KHO QUA XAO DACE
salted fried dace, bitter melon, garlic black bean sauce.

- **BRUSSELS SPROUTS**
  XO球芽甘藍 XO SOT XAO CAI BRUSSELS
wok charred brussels sprouts, cauliflower, xo sauce.

- **SHAKING TOFU**
  越式豆腐丁 DAU HU LUC LAC
a classic vietnamese crispy tofu, shallion, mushroom, jalapeno, garlic, onion crack pepper.

- **SALT PEPPER TOFU**
  酥鹽豆腐 DAU HU RANG MUOI
crispy tofu, garlic, onion, jalapeno, spices, salt, lime.

- **WATER SPINACH**
  腐乳通菜 RAU MUONG XAO CHAO
stir-fried water spinach, garlic, fermented tofu paste.

- **SNOW PEA LEAVES**
  SEASONAL
  蘿蔔豆苗 DOT DAU HOA LAN XAO TOI
snow pea leaves, fresh garlic, sea salt.

- **PEI PA TOFU**
  虾酱豆腐 LAU PEI PA DAU HU
shrimp paste tofu, wood ear mushroom, snow peas past.

- **BUDDHA’S DELIGHT**
  罗漢斋 LAU CHAY
vegetables, wood ear mushroom, shirakaba, tofu, cellophane noodles
CHAR KUEY KAK
潮州炒粿角   BOT CHIEN TRIEU CHAU
crispy rice cake, pickled redfish, egg, bean sprouts, chive, spicy dipping sauce.

CHAR KUEY TEOW
潮州炒粿條   HU TIEU XAO TRIEU CHAU
stir-fried flat rice noodle, prawns, squid, Chinese sausage, bean sprouts, egg, chive.

DRY BEEF HOR-FUN
干炒牛河   HU TIEU BO AP CHAO
stir-fried flat rice noodle, beef, bean sprouts, scallion.

BEEF BROCCOLI HOR-FUN
芥蘭牛河   HU TIEU BO CAI LAN KHO
stir-fried flat rice noodle, beef, Chinese broccoli, brown sauce.

PAN-FRIED BEEF BROCCOLI HOR-FUN
香煎芥蘭牛河   HU TIEU BO AP CHAO DON
pan-seared flat rice noodle, beef, broccoli, brown sauce.

BEEF SATAY HOR-FUN
沙爹牛河   HU TIEU BO XAO SATAY
stir-fried flat rice noodle, beef, onion, tomato, satay sauce.

BEEF BLACK BEAN HOR-FUN
豉椒牛河   HU TIEU BO SOT DAU DEN
stir-fried flat rice noodle, beef, onion, bell pepper, black bean sauce.

SHRIMP HOR-FUN EGG SAUCE
滑蛋蝦球炒河   HU TIEU XAO TOM
stir-fried flat rice noodle, shrimp, choy sum, brown egg sauce.

DRUNKEN NOODLE
泰式蝦球炒河   HU TIEU XAO KIEU THAI
stir-fried flat rice noodle, shrimp, egg, basil, fresh thai chili, broccoli, onion, bean sprouts.

CRISPY EGG NOODLE
招牌香煎面   MI XAO DON THAP CAM
dep fried egg noodles, mix seafood, pork, choy sum, brown sauce.

PAN-FRIED EGG NOODLE
招牌兩酸黃   MI CHIEN DON THAP CAM
pan-seared egg noodle, mix seafood, pork, choy sum, brown sauce.

SINGAPORE RICE NOODLE
星洲炒米   BUN XAO SINGAPORE
stir-fried curry rice vermicelli, roast pork, egg, bell pepper, bean sprouts, scallion.

PAD THAI
泰式炒麵條   PHO XAO THAI LAN
stir-fried rice noodle, shrimp, egg, bean sprouts, peanuts.

TWIN WOK HOR-FUN
炒鴨飯   HU TIEU BUN THAP CAM
stir-fried vermicelli and flat rice noodle, shrimp, squid, pork, pork liver, choy sum, brown sauce.

FU CHOW HOR-FUN
福州炒河   HU TIEU XAO PHUC CHAU
minced pork, chopped shrimp, squid, mushroom sauce over stir-fried flat rice noodle.
[FRIED RICE] 炒飯

- **VEGETABLE FRIED RICE**
  素菜炒飯 COM CHIEN TRON RAU
  seasonal mix vegetables, egg, onion, scallion.

- **SAUSAGE FRIED RICE**
  龍腸炒飯 COM CHIEN LAP XUONG
  chinese preserved sausage, egg, onion, scallion.

- **CHICKEN / BEEF FRIED RICE**
  雞/牛炒飯 COM CHIEN THIT GA/THIT BO
  chicken or beef of your choice, egg, onion, scallion.

- **SHRIMP FRIED RICE**
  蝦球炒飯 COM CHIEN TOM
  shrimp, egg, onion, scallion.

- **PORK OLIVE LEAF FRIED RICE**
  榄菜肉碎炒飯 COM CHIEN THIT BAM LA OLIU
  minced pork, preserved olive leaf, egg, scallion.

- **MUSTARD GREEN FRIED RICE**
  芥末酸菜炒飯 COM CHIEN THIT CAI CHUA
  cured bacon, pickled mustard green, thai chili, egg, onion, scallion.

- **GARLIC SAUSAGE FRIED RICE**
  蒜香臘腸炒飯 COM CHIEN TOM TOI
  chinese sausage, garlic, egg, onion, scallion, crispy garlic.

- **YEUNG CHOW FRIED RICE**
  湖州炒飯 COM CHIEN DUONG CHAU
  chinese sausage, shrimp, char siu, egg, scallion.

- **SALTED FISH FRIED RICE**
  鹹魚炒飯 COM CHIEN CA MAN
  salted fish, egg, fresh ginger, scallion.

- **SALTED FISH CHICKEN FRIED RICE**
  鹹魚雞粒炒飯 COM CHIEN CA MAN GA
  salted fish, chicken, egg, fresh ginger, scallion.

- **COUNTRY MEN FRIED RICE**
  鄉下佬炒飯 COM CHIEN NGUOI QUE
  shrimp, sausage, bug pork, mix vegetables, egg, onion, scallion, crispy anchovy.

- **SHRIMP PINEAPPLE FRIED RICE**
  菠蘿蝦炒飯 COM CHIEN THAI
  shrimp, tomato yam paste, pineapple, onion, raisins.

- **XO SAUCE FRIED RICE**
  XO酱炒飯 COM CHIEN SOT XO
  chinese sausage, xo sauce, egg, band, scallion, onion, mushroom.

- **SQUID INK FRIED RICE**
  墨魚汁炒飯 COM CHIEN MUC DEN
  squid, chinese sausage, onion, scallion, raw egg yolk.

- **FU CHOW FRIED RICE**
  福州炒飯 COM CHIEN PHUC CHAU
  minced pork, chopped shrimp, squid, mushroom sauce over egg fried rice.

---

[SOUPE] 粥

- **FISH MAW CRAB MEAT SOUP**
  蟹肉魚肚羹 SUP BONG CA THIT CUA
  fish maw, crab meat, egg, cilantro, sesame oil.

- **MUSTARD GREEN SOUP**
  金銀蛋芥菜葉湯 SUP CAI BE XANH TRUNG MUOI TRUNG BAC THAO
  century egg, salted egg, pork, ginger, mustard green soup.

- **CORIANDER FISH SOUP**
  芫茜皮蛋魚片湯 SUP CA NGO BAC THAO
  fish fillet, century egg, tofu, ginger, cilantro soup.

[SPICY]  CONTAIN NUTS  VEGETABLE  WE USE MSG
[NOODLE SOUP] 湯粉, 麵

HK NOODLE SOUP
港式上湯麵 MI SUP - HK
thin egg noodle, supreme soup, chive.

HK WONTON SOUP
港式鮮蝦雲吞 HO ANH THANH - HK
shrimp pork wonton, supreme soup, chive.

HK WONTON NOODLE SOUP
港式鮮蝦雲吞麵 MI HO ANH THANH - HK
shrimp pork wonton, thin egg noodle, supreme soup, chive.

MEATBALL HOR-FUN SOUP
魚丸河粉 HU TIEU CA VIEN
pork and shrimp meatball, flat rice noodle, garlic oil, crispy pork fat, bean sprouts, chive, scallion, cilantro.

=X= XO EGG NOODLE (DRY)
港式xo醬麵 MI KHO XO XOT - HK
thin egg noodle, xo sauce, garlic oil, crispy lard, fried scallion.

CHARSIU GARLIC NOODLE (DRY)
線油叉燒撈麵 MI KHO HAU DAO TOI
roast pork, thin egg noodle, garlic oil, crispy fat, oyster sauce.

CHARSIU GARLIC WONTON NOODLE (DRY)
線油叉燒撈麵 MI KHO HAU DAO TOI
roast pork, thin egg noodle, wonton, garlic oil, crispy fat, oyster sauce.

SPICY PORK NOODLE (DRY)
炸醬撈麵 MI KHO XOT THIT BA CHI
thin egg noodle, shredded pork in spicy sauce.

GINGER SCALLION NOODLE (DRY)
薑蔥撈麵 MI KHO GUNG HANH
ginger scallion oil, oyster sauce, vegetable thin egg noodle.

---

EXTRA SOUP
上湯 SUP

CHINESE CRULLER
油炸鬼 DAU CHAO DUAY

YU CHOI OYSTER SAUCE
油菜心 CAI YU-CHOI
beancurd yu-choi, garlic oil, oyster sauce.

CHINESE CRULLER

---
[NOODLE SOUP] 湯粉, 麵

HOUSE WONTON NOODLE (DRY OR SOUP)
招牌雲吞粉
 SHRIMP PORK WONTON, FRIED WONTON, THIN EGG NOODLE, SOFT BOILED EGG, MINCED PORK, XO SAUCE, GARLIC OIL, CRISPY PORK FAT, CHIVE, SCALLION, CILANTRO.

V NOODLE SOUP
越式上湯麵
 THIN EGG NOODLE, CHIESU, MINCED PORK, CRISPY PORK FAT, GARLIC OIL, VEGETABLE, SCALLION, CHIVE, CILANTRO.

V WONTON SOUP
越式鮮蝦云吞
 SHRIMP PORK WONTON, CHIESU, MINCED PORK, CRISPY PORK FAT, GARLIC OIL, SCALLION, CHIVE, CILANTRO.

PHNOM PENH NOODLE (DRY OR SOUP)
金邊粉
 THIN EGG NOODLE, SHRIMP, PORK, LIVER, HEART, MINCED PORK, CRISPY PORK FAT, GARLIC OIL, BEAN SPREETS, CHIVE, CILANTRO.

PHNOM PENH PHO (DRY OR SOUP)
金邊粉
 PHO NOODLE, SHRIMP, PORK, LIVER, HEART, MINCED PORK, CRISPY PORK FAT, GARLIC OIL, BEAN SPREETS, CHIVE, CILANTRO.

PHNOM PENH TWIN (DRY OR SOUP)
金邊粉
 PHO AND EGG NOODLE, SHRIMP, PORK, LIVER, HEART, MINCED PORK, CRISPY PORK FAT, GARLIC OIL, BEAN SPREETS, CHIVE, CILANTRO.

TOM YUM PHO
冬蔭粉
 PHO NOODLE, SHRIMP, MINCED PORK, PORK MARINATED BALL, LIVER, HEART, CRISPY PORK FAT, GARLIC OIL, PEANUT, THAI CHILLI, BEAN SPREETS, CHIVE, CILANTRO.

JAJANGMYEON
韓國炸醬麵
 BLACK BEAN SAUCE NOODLE, PORK, ONION, SHREDDED CUCUMBER.

SPICY JAJANG
韓國辣鍋炸醬麵
 SPICY BLACK BEAN SAUCE NOODLE, PORK, ONION, SHREDDED CUCUMBER.

SPICY SEAFOOD JAMPPONG
韓式炒鋼
 SPICY NOODLE, SHRIMP, SQUID, CLAMS, MIX VEGETABLES.

GARLIC EGGPLANT NOODLE
魚香茄子粉
 SPICY GARLIC EGGPLANT, KOREAN NOODLE, EGG YOLK, MINCED PORK, GREEN ONION.

MAPO NOODLE
麻婆豆腐粉
 SPICY MAPO TOFU, KOREAN NOODLE, EGG YOLK, MINCED PORK, GREEN ONION.
BEVERAGE

LIPTON ICED TEA (FREE RE-FILL)
冰茶
TRA DA
fresh brewed lipton iced tea.

JASMINE OR OOLONG HOT TEA
熱茶(茉莉, 烏龍)
TRA NONG
loose leaf jasmine or oolong tea of your choice, serve by the pot, extra $2.00 per person.

HOT GREEN TEA (FREE RE-FILL)
日本綠茶
TRA XANH NHAT BAN
fresh brewed japanese green tea, serve in a cup.

ICED GREEN TEA (FREE RE-FILL)
冰日本綠茶
TRA XANH DA
fresh brewed japanese green over ice.

SODA (FREE REFILL)
汽水
NUOC NGOT
coke, diet coke, dr. pepper, sprite, orange fanta.

FIJI WATER (EARTH'S FINEST WATER)
FIJI天然泉水
NUOC KHOANG FIJI
earth's finest natural water.

SPARKLING WATER (S.PELLEGRINO)
蘇打水
NUOC SODA S.PELLEGRINO
italia's finest sparkling natural mineral water.

CREAMSICLE (FREE REFILL ON SODA)
橙汁汽水
FANTA SODA SUA DAC
iced orange fanta soda, condensed milk.

HERBAL TEA - WONG LO KAT
王老吉
NUOC MAT
chinese herbal tea

SOYBEAN MILK
豆漿
SUA DAU NANH
fresh made soy milk.

YOUNG COCONUT
椰子水
NUOC DUA
frozen young coconut water, crushed ice.

YAKULT YUZU
養樂多檸檬水
YAKULT CHANH
yakult, yuzu, fresh lime, crushed ice.

THAI TEA
泰國奶茶
TRA THAI
thai tea, milk, crushed ice.

RED BEAN SLUSH
椰汁紅豆冰
CHE DAU DO
red bean, whole milk, coconut milk, rainbow jelly, crushed ice.

PRESERVED LEMON 7-UP
鹹檸蘇打水
7-UP CHANH MUOI
salted lemon, soda, sugar, ice.

FRESH ORANGE JUICE (16 OZ.)
鮮榨橙汁
CAM VAT TUOI
100% fresh squeezed orange juice, no sugar added.
[COFFEE] 咖啡
ESPRESSO
AMERICANO
HOT CHOCOLATE
CAPPUCCINO
CAFE LATTE
CAFE MOCHA
VANILLA LATTE
HAZELNUT LATTE
EXTRA SHOT

[ICED COFFEE] 冰咖啡
ICED VIETNAMESE COFFEE
ICED AMERICANO
ICED LATTE
ICED MOCHA
ICED VANILLA LATTE
ICED HAZELNUT LATTE
MILK

---

ICE CREAM
雪糕
vanilla or green tea

ICE CREAM WITH RED BEAN
红豆雪糕
vanilla or green tea with sweetened red bean.

GELATO
意大利雪糕
flavors: nutella, salted caramel or pistachio

FRIED MANTOU CONDENSED MILK
香炸馒头
BUN BAO CHIEN SUA DAC
three fried steamed bun, condensed milk.

FRIED CUSTARD BUN
香炸流沙包
BUN BAO KEM CHIEN
steamed salted egg yolk bun.

PANDAN CRULLER
加耶油炸鬼
DAU CHAO QUAY SOT KEM
chinese bread stick, pandan custard.

LAVA TOAST
流沙西多士
BANH MI KEM TRUNG MUOI CHIEN
salted egg custard, butter, condensed milk.

---

THE PERFECT ITALIAN ESPRESSO WITH RICH AND BALANCE TASTE. AN AROMA OF DARK CHOCOLATE AND SPICES FOR A CREAMY AND ENVELOPING ESPRESSO.

---

Please inform your server if you have any food allergies or special dietary restrictions.

Luncheon Groups of 8 or more are subject to an 18% gratuity.
Dinner: Groups of 6 or more are subject to an 18% gratuity.

We reserve the right to refuse service to anyone.

All prices are subject to change without notice.